
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first 12 months 
 

THE FIRST 12 MONTHS: 

POST-DIGITAL, the European Training Network funded 
by the European Commission under GA 860360, is 
coordinated by Aston University (UK) with close 
participation of its academic partners ULB (Belgium), 
University of Groningen (Netherlands), CSIC (Spain), UIB 
(Spain), UFBC (France), IMEC (Belgium) and UGent 
(Belgium), alongside its industrial partners IBM 
(Switzerland), VLC Photonics (Spain), Thales (France), 
LightON (France) and IniLabs (Switzerland).  

POST-DIGITAL’s start on 1 
April 2020 coincided with 
the spread of the 
coronavirus across Europe 
and the introduction of 
travel restrictions and 
lockdowns.  The project consortium had to adapt quickly 
to this situation starting with the organization on an 
online Kick-off meeting on 23 April 2020. Despite the 
challenging circumstances during the first project year  
the consortium completed the recruitment of all 15 
Early Stage Researchers (ESRs), organized all planned 
training activities and achieved all milestones set for this 
period. 

In this newsletter we introduce our PhD students and 
our main activities during the first project year.  

 

This project has received funding 
from the European Union’s Horizon 
2020 research and innovation 
programme under the Marie 

Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 860360 
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ESRs : 15 
 

POST-DIGITAL network-
wide training events: 6 

 
Achieved milestones: 5 

 
Submitted deliverable 

reports: 5 
 

Journal publications: 2 
 

Twitter followers: 184 



 

Steven Abreu is ESR #1, University of Groningen, NL 

Steve spent one year studying Physics at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, after which he 

transferred to the international Jacobs University in Bremen to study Computer Science. He 

spent one semester on a scholarship at Carnegie Mellon University (USA) where he worked 

in a research group on epidemiological forecasting using machine learning, while also taking 

graduate courses in deep learning and artificial intelligence. He received the Dean's best 

thesis award for his Bachelor thesis on automated architecture design for deep neural 

networks. During his studies, he worked as a software developer, teaching assistant, and did 

multiple software engineering internships in statistical modeling at a financial software company in New York and 

London. After graduating, he completed a "nano-degree" in deep reinforcement learning and briefly worked as a tech 

consultant in Colombia. Now he is working in the POST-DIGITAL project where he will focus on the development of 

efficient algorithms for information processing in non-digital substrates.  

Email: s.abreu@rug.nl 

Website: stevenabreu.com 

Twitter: @steveabreu7 

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/stevenabreu7 

 

Guillaume Pourcel is ESR #2, University of Groningen, NL 

Guillaume did three years of Higher School Preparatory Classes in applied Physics and 

Maths (Paris, France) before enrolling in the Industrial Engineering School Arts et Métiers 

ParisTech in 2016. He then did two Masters of Research between 2018 and 2020, one 

in Cognitive Science at Ecole Normale Superieur (Paris) and one in Bioengineering and 

Neuroscience at the University of Paris. Guillaume's Master's dissertations were on 

computational models of cognition, the first was on episodic memory during spatial 

navigation, and the second on confidence judgment in decision making. Now he works on the POST-DIGITAL project. His 

research aims at developing a theoretical framework of computation integrating three different perspectives: discrete-

symbolic formalism, probabilistic modeling, and dynamical-systems. He will focus on developing and connecting this 

framework to cognitive level interpretations and requirements that may apply to any physical computational system (e.g. 

robot, biological living, personal computer...). 

 

Email: g.a.pourcel@rug.nl 

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/guillaume-pourcel-742349aa/ 

mailto:s.abreu@rug.nl
http://stevenabreu.com/
http://linkedin.com/in/stevenabreu7
mailto:g.a.pourcel@rug.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guillaume-pourcel-742349aa/


 

Anas Skalli is ESR #3, UFBC, France 

 

 Anas holds a Bachelor degree  in engineering sciences from the Grenoble Institute of 

Technology in France, and a double Master's degree from the Grenoble Institute of 

Technology and the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden. 

His master thesis work focused on hybrid integration of room temperature, single photon 

sources in integrated photonic circuits. 

 

Anas is currently pursuing a PhD in learning strategies for Photonic Neural Networks at the 

femto-ST institute in Besancon, France. 

 

 

Email: anas.skalli@femto-st.fr 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/anas-skalli-26a47a132/ 

 

 

 

Enrico Picco is ESR #4, ULB, Belgium 

Enrico received both his Bachelor’s degree in Electronic Engineering (2017) and Master 

degree in Electronic Engineering - Electronic Micro&Nano Systems (2020) from the 

Polytechnic University of Turin. He carried out his Master Thesis work regarding 

Microfluidic devices for Biomedical applications at the Pázmány Péter Catholic University of 

Budapest. Currently, he is working as an PhD student / Early Stage Researcher at the 

Université Libre de Bruxelles where he is working on Photonic Reservoir Computing in the 

context of the POST-DIGITAL network - the European Training Network on Post-Digital 

Computing – focusing on Photonic Reservoir Computing and its interface with digital hardware.  His many hobbies include 

playing music, travelling, diving and anything creative or related with nature. 

 

Email: enrico.picco@ulb.be 

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/anas-skalli-26a47a132/ 

 

mailto:anas.skalli@femto-st.fr
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anas-skalli-26a47a132/
mailto:enrico.picco@ulb.be
http://www.linkedin.com/in/anas-skalli-26a47a132/


 

Mirko Goldmann is ESR #5 IFISC, Spain 

 

Mirko obtained his Bachelor degree in Technical Physics at Technische Universitaet Ilmenau 

(Germany). In 2017 he completed his Bachelor Thesis “Defocused Imaging of Perovskite 

Quantum Dots” at Chemical Physics department at Lund University (Sweden). 

As a student between 2017 and 2019 Mirko worked as Software Developer in the Vision 

Solutions department at Hella Aglaia Mobile Vision GmbH, a company developing intelligent 

driving safety systems towards autonomous driving. In 2020 he obtained a Master degree in 

Physics at Technische Universitaet Berlin with thesis at the Institute of theoretical physics 

about “Deep Time-Delay Reservoir Computing”. His thesis focussed on simulations of 

unidirectionally coupled opto-electronic reservoirs and on investigation of hyperparameter 

settings and their relation to the conditional Lyapunov exponents of single layers and the overall influence on memory 

capacity of the deep system.  The results were published in Chaos Journal https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0017974 and 

presented at Digital Dynamics Days 2020 conference. 

Email: mirko@ifisc.uib-csic.es 

 

Ivan Boikov is ESR#6, Thales, France 

Ivan is pursuing a Ph.D. in neuromorphic computing at Thales Research and Technology and 

Paris Saclay University. 

Before joining POST-DIGITAL project Ivan studied at Alferov University (formerly St. 

Petersburg Academic University of Russian Academy of Sciences), the brand-new university 

founded by the Nobel Prize recipient in physics, Zhores Alferov. There he has received both 

his B.Sc. degree in Applied Mathematics and Physics in 2018 and M.Sc. degree in Electronics 

and Nanoelectronics in 2020 with honors. His M.Sc. project was dedicated to research of 

temperature effect on lasing spectra of semiconductor microdisk lasers. 

During his studies Ivan was working in the nanophotonics laboratory of the university, where he authored several 

conference papers and was awarded a 1st degree diploma for best talk on "Alpha-factor in multimode lasers".  

 

Email: ivan.boikov@universite-paris-saclay.fr 

 LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ikboikov 

 

https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0017974
mailto:mirko@ifisc.uib-csic.es
mailto:ivan.boikov@universite-paris-saclay.fr
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ikboikov


 

Diego Argüello Ron is ESR#7, Aston University, UK 

The subject of Diego’s work is “Implementation of neural networks and machine 

learning-based techniques for multi-core and multi-mode fiber systems”.  

 Diego obtained his Bachelor of Engineering on Industrial Technology Engineering from 

the Polytechnic University of Madrid, Spain in 2016. The same year he started his 

Master's Degree in Industrial Engineering, and received a scholarship to course a 

Double Degree Program at KTH Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm, Sweden) 

from 2017 to 2019. Diego’s Master’s thesis topic was the development of mobile 

applications that used Artificial Neural Networks in order to exploit data recorded by 

novel wearable devices. Once he graduated in 2019, he obtained the Master of Science in Electrical Engineering from KTH 

and the Master in Industrial Engineering from UPM. Then he started working in a Spanish high-tech company in which he 

developed Artificial Intelligence solutions for Smart Cities.  Now he is working in the POST-DIGITAL project where his 

research focuses on new implementations of artificial neural networks and neuromorphic computing principles using 

multi-core fibers (MCF) and other space division multiplexing technologies for future optical high capacity communication 

systems. 

Email: d.arguelloron@aston.ac.uk 

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/diego-argüello-ron-650b76165  

GitHub: https://github.com/Dieguli 

Twitter: @DiegoArgelloRo1 

 

Daniel Hesslow is ESR#8, LightOn, France 

Daniel holds a Bachelor Degree in Software Engineering as well as a Master in Complex 

Adaptive Systems from Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg, Sweden. He did 

his bachelor thesis at Rapid Images in Gothenburg where he investigated techniques for 

real time global illumination and his Master thesis at VRVis, a research institute in Vienna, 

where he worked on finding approximate inverse solutions for large scale flood 

simulations.                

He has published state of the art results for the NLP problem of extractive question answering in languages lacking large 

and high-quality datasets." https://sites.google.com/view/pam2020/programme 

 

Email: daniel.hesslow@gmail.com 

Twitter: @DanielHesslow 

mailto:d.arguelloron@aston.ac.uk
mailto:d.arguelloron@aston.ac.uk
http://www.linkedin.com/in/diego-arg%C3%BCello-ron-650b76165
https://sites.google.com/view/pam2020/programme
mailto:daniel.hesslow@gmail.com


 

Sarah Masaad is ESR#9, IMEC, Belgium 

Sarah Masaad is currently pursuing a PhD in Photonics Engineering at Ghent University 

while researching Photonic Reservoir Computing for Telecom Applications. 

Sarah completed her Bachelor's degree in Electronics Engineering at the University of 

Bahrain, graduating with high distinction. Her work on EEG signal processing and 

classification using neural networks won the best graduation project award. She also 

authored a conference paper on the topic. 

In 2018, she was awarded the Erasmus Mundus scholarship for SMARTNET, leading to a 

double master’s degree in Smart Telecom and Sensing Networks from Aston University and University of Athens. 

Sarah is an active volunteer and enjoys organizing events and conferences; she partook in the organization of Charity 

Week at Aston University and the 2017 IEEE GCC Students and Young Professionals Congress. In her free time, Sarah 

enjoys reading, crochet, and (possibly like everyone else) Netflix. 

Email: sarah.masaad@ugent.be   

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/sarahmasaad 

 

Benedikt Vettelschoss is ESR#10, IMEC, Belgium 

Benedikt is pursuing a PhD in computer science engineering in the Artificial Intelligence & 

Robotics group at the University of Ghent.  

He received his Bachelor’s degree in Cognitive Science from the University of Osnabrück, 

Germany in 2019, and a master’s degree in Physics of Complex Systems from the University 

of the Balearic Islands, Spain in 2021.  

 

His research interests revolve around analog & unconventional computation, nonlinear 

dynamics, (physical) reservoir computing and self-supervised learning. 

He has worked on memory mechanisms in recurrent neural networks and the information processing capacity of 

physically implemented delay systems. 

Currently he is working on new paradigms for post-digital computing by extending the principle of reservoir computing 

with persistent memory. 

 

Email: Benedikt.Vettelschoss@UGent.be 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/benedikt-vettelschoss-7651301a7/ 

 

mailto:sarah.masaad@ugent.be
http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahmasaad
mailto:Benedikt.Vettelschoss@UGent.be
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benedikt-vettelschoss-7651301a7/


 

Tiges Jonuzi is ESR #11, VLC Photonics, Spain 

 

M.Sc. in Engineering Physics with a thesis on the design and control of photonics integrated 

circuit for light beam manipulation. 

Tigers is currently attending an industrial Ph.D. where his research focuses on design and 

characterization of analogue photonic circuits with an emphasis on defining an efficient 

approach for harnessing and suppressing non-linear optical processes. 

Tigers’ main interests include novel paradigm of information processing combining his 

expertise in photonics integrated circuit with artificial intelligence.  

In the project, he will be involved in the modelling and design of low power consumption reconfigurable circuit for the 

new generation of computing. 

 

Email: tigers.jonuzi@vlcphotonics.com 

LinkedIN: https://www.linkedin.com/in/tigers-jonuzi 

 

Alessandro Lupo is ESR#12, ULB, Belgium 

Alessandro received both his bachelor’s degree and master’s degree in Physics from the 

University of Bari (Italy). His master's studies were focused on Solid State Physics, and he 

developed an interest in Optics and Machine Learning.  

His master's thesis was about Correlation Plenoptic Imaging, which is a technique allowing to 

extract plenoptic information from the correlation in the light coming from a scene. He 

designed and built a correlation plenoptic camera. He also worked on a Laser Self-Mixing 

imaging system, which generates an image of a given sample using a laser diode both as light 

source and detector. This device performs scan-less imaging exploiting Compressive Sensing 

techniques. He co-authored peer-reviewed publications about both these projects. 

Currently he is pursuing a PhD at the University of Brussels (ULB) in the POST-DIGITAL project. His individual project 

focuses on the study of frequency multiplexed approaches for optical implementation of Reservoir Computing. 

 

Email: alessandro.lupo@ulb.be  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/alessandro-lupo/ 

 

mailto:tigers.jonuzi@vlcphotonics.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tigers-jonuzi
mailto:alessandro.lupo@ulb.be
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alessandro-lupo/


 

Long Hoang Nguyen is ESR #13, Aston University, UK 

 

Long obtained his Bachelor of Engineering degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering 

from Hanoi University of Science and Technology, Vietnam in 2017. He then attended the 

Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree (EMJMD) in Photonic Integrated Circuits, Sensors and 

Networks (PIXNET) at Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Italy and Aston University, UK in 2018-

2020. His master dissertation topic was about all-optical regeneration for advanced 

modulation signals where he investigated the end-to-end system performance of multiple 

cascaded optical regenerators for Nyquist pulses. He is currently working in the POST-

DIGITAL project where his research focuses on optical signal processing techniques based on neural approaches for 

channel equalization in advanced fiber-optic communication systems. 

Email: l.nguyen7@aston.ac.uk 

Twitter: @hoanglongj 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/hoanglongj/ 

ORCID: https://orcid.org/0000-0003-2171-8380 

 

Lucas Talandier is ESR#14, IFISC, Spain 

 

Lucas obtained a Bachelor degree in Electronic electrical energy and automatic in 

2018 and recently a Master degree in Nanotechnologies from the faculty of science of the 

university Paris-Saclay. I did a first research work in the C2N (center of nanosciences and 

nanotechnologies of Paris-Saclay) during my first year of master on photonic on silicon 

optical modulators in 1.5µ wavelength. My work was to do some simulations and 

characterizations of new devices. My master thesis was on self-organized criticality in neural 

networks also with the C2N. Starting from a basic model of cellular automate I modified it to 

reach a complex model of neural network the most realistic as possible and then 

demonstrate self-organized criticality. 

 

Email: lucastalandier@ifisc.uib-csic.es 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/lucas-talandier-252276159/ 

 

mailto:l.nguyen7@aston.ac.uk
mailto:l.nguyen7@aston.ac.uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hoanglongj/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hoanglongj/
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-2171-8380
mailto:lucastalandier@ifisc.uib-csic.es
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lucas-talandier-252276159/


 

Elger Vlieg is ESR#15, IBM Zürich Research Lab 

Elger Vlieg conducted his academic studies at Leiden University in The Netherlands. During the 

first 3 years thereof, he obtained a bachelor’s degree in both physics and in astronomy, and 

completed an Honors College program for excellent students. He obtained his master’s degree in 

physics cum laude, which included an internship at NTU Singapore, and specialized in 

experimental quantum optics.  

 Post graduation, Elger worked at ASML as a Design Engineer for 3 years. ASML is the world 

leading manufacturer of lithography equipment for high-volume semiconductor manufacturing, 

and a key driving force of Moore’s law. Elger specialized in the lens aberration performance of DUV lithography machines. 

He provided technical support and advice to many of the world-leading semiconductor manufacturing companies, and 

received numerous Good-Job awards from ASML management. 

Elger has joined the IBM Zürich Research Lab in February 2021 as an ESR. The goal of his research is to build an analog 

integrated photonic chip for the energy-efficient acceleration of machine learning algorithms. Joining IBM and POST 

DIGITAL allows Elger to work on a next generation of technology, which aims to address a growing compute demand in 

artificial intelligence that Moore’s law cannot keep up with. 

Email: VLI@zurich.ibm.com 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/elgervlieg/ 

 

POST-DIGITAL TEAM 

Post-DIGITAL is led by a team of world class researchers from 8 academic and 5 industrial partners from all over Europe. 

Read more about the POST-DIGITAL partners is the leading team. 

 

mailto:VLI@zurich.ibm.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elgervlieg/
https://postdigital.astonphotonics.uk/about-us-participating-organisations/
https://postdigital.astonphotonics.uk/leading-team/


 

POST-DIGITAL NETWORK-WIDE EVENTS 

 
 

 

 

Induction event, 18 January 2021 and 

First year POST-DIGITAL workshop, 
19 January 2021 

 
The induction event took place on 18 January 2021 

and was the first meeting of the complete project 

team and the first out of 21 network-wide training 

events planned in the POST-DIGITAL action. All project 

beneficiaries and partners were present and 

introduced their organizations and research groups to 

the ESRs. The induction event was linked to the First 

year POST-DIGITAL workshop, which took place on 

the next day. On this event all 14 ESRs recruited at this 

time presented their background, experience and 

individual projects. These two events initiated further 

contacts between the ESRs who connected via 

different social media and started organizing regular 

meetings.  

The induction event was part of the POST-DIGITAL 

induction process. This process included a password 

protected section on the project website with general 

information about POST-DIGITAL and its consortium, 

administrative and legal issues, official MSCA 

guidelines and an extended bibliography with 

scientific papers recommended and commented by 

the supervisors. The recordings to the induction event 

and the First year POST-DIGITAL workshop were 

uploaded as well. In order to support the ERSs’ 

integration into the network an Introduction meeting 

was organised on 22 March 2021, where general and 

administrative aspects were discussed.  



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mini-symposium Introduction to Photonic 

Reservoir Computing 
24 February 2021 

 

Organizing a virtual event gave us the flexibility to 

invite speakers from different parts of the world and 

reach ESRs and established researchers from different 

projects and organizations. The Mini-symposium was 

organised by IMEC and ASTON and attracted 55 

participants. More details 

 

 

 

First Annual Photonic Circuit Design Training 
25 and 26 February 2021 

 

This two days training was organised and provided by 

VLC Photonics, it covered the theory behind photonic 

integrated circuits. All 15 POST-DIGITAL ESRs took part 

in the virtual workshop. A hands-on training for the 

POST-DIGITAL ESRs will follow in person in October 

2021.  

https://postdigital.astonphotonics.uk/mini-symposia/


 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Open-To-All Workshop I 

Machine Learning Photonics Summer School 
15-19 March 2021 

 
The weeklong Machine Learning Photonics Summer 

School brought together experts in emerging photonic 

technologies, machine learning techniques and 

fundamental physics who shared their knowledge and 

disciplinary approaches with young researchers from 

different projects and organisations. POST-DIGITAL was 

broadly represented by 12 ESRs and speakers from 4 

beneficiaries. More details 

 

 

 

Transferable Skills Workshop I 
24-26 March 2021 

 
The first TSW workshop was held as a three days online 

event. Featuring external speakers it addressed topics 

such as: presentation skills, public engagement, science 

communication, writing for publications, IP rights and 

open access in H2020. The workshop addressed ESRs 

from POST-DIGITAL project and from two sister ITN 

projects coordinated by Aston University REAL-NET and 

WON (813144 and 814276 respectively). The main goal 

of the TSWI was to provide ESRs with the required skill 

set to produce excellent scientific reports, literature and 

presentations. More details 

https://postdigital.astonphotonics.uk/1127-2/
https://postdigital.astonphotonics.uk/transferable-skills-workshop-i/


 

PUBLICATIONS:  

 

A complete, parallel and autonomous photonic neural network in a 

semiconductor multimode laser 

 
Xavier Porte, Anas Skalli, Nasibeh Haghighi, Stephan Reitzenstein, James A 
Lott and Daniel Brunner 
 
 
Journal of Physics: Photonics, Volume 3, Number 2 
DOI: 10.1088/2515-7647/abf6bd 

Link to the publication here  

 

Abstract 
 
Neural networks are one of the disruptive computing concepts of our time. However, they fundamentally differ 

from classical, algorithmic computing. These differences result in equally fundamental, severe and relevant 

challenges for neural network computing using current computing substrates. Neural networks urge for 

parallelism across the entire processor and for a co-location of memory and arithmetic, i.e. beyond von 

Neumann architectures. Parallelism in particular made photonics a highly promising platform, yet until now 

scalable and integratable concepts are scarce. Here, we demonstrate for the first time how a fully 

parallel and fully implemented photonic neural network can be realized by spatially multiplexing neurons across 

the complex optical near-field of a semiconductor multimode laser. Discrete spatial sampling defines ∼90 

nodes on the surface of a large-area vertical cavity surface emitting laser that is optically injected with the 

artificial neural networks input information. Importantly, all neural network connections are realized in 

hardware, and our processor produces results without pre- or post-processing. Input and output weights are 

realized via the complex transmission matrix of a multimode fiber and a digital micro-mirror array, respectively. 

We train the readout weights to perform 2-bit header recognition, a 2-bit XOR logical function and 2-bit digital 

to analog conversion, and obtain  and 2.9 × 10−2 error rates for digit recognition and XOR, 

respectively. Finally, the digital to analog conversion can be realized with a standard deviation of only 

5.4 × 10−2. Crucially, our proof-of-concept system is scalable to much larger sizes and to bandwidths in excess of 

20 GHz. 

https://iopscience.iop.org/journal/2515-7647
https://iopscience.iop.org/volume/2515-7647/3
https://iopscience.iop.org/issue/2515-7647/3/2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/2515-7647/abf6bd
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/2515-7647/abf6bd


 

 

Boolean learning under noise-perturbations in hardware neural 

networks 
 
Louis Andreoli, Xavier Porte, Stéphane Chrétien, Maxime Jacquot, Laurent 

Larger and Daniel Brunner 

 

Nanophotonics, Volume 9 Issue 13 

DOI: 10.1515/nanoph-2020-0171 

Link to the publication here 

 

 

Abstract 

A high efficiency hardware integration of neural networks benefits from realizing nonlinearity, network 

connectivity and learning fully in a physical substrate. Multiple systems have recently implemented some or all 

of these operations, yet the focus was placed on addressing technological challenges. Fundamental questions 

regarding learning in hardware neural networks remain largely unexplored. Noise in particular is unavoidable in 

such architectures, and here we experimentally and theoretically investigate its interaction with a learning 

algorithm using an opto-electronic recurrent neural network. We find that noise strongly modifies the system’s 

path during convergence, and surprisingly fully decorrelates the final readout weight matrices. This highlights 

the importance of understanding architecture, noise and learning algorithm as interacting players, and 

therefore identifies the need for mathematical tools for noisy, analogue system optimization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.degruyter.com/journal/key/nanoph/html
https://www.degruyter.com/journal/key/nanoph/9/13/html
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https://twitter.com/PostDigital_ETN
https://www.instagram.com/aston_photonics/
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http://www.postdigital.astonphotonics.uk
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